The importance of interest for memory performance has been established in previous studies. One way to induce interest in experiments is to use trivia questions. However, previous studies have used only a limited number of trivia questions and these questions differ substantially across studies, making it difficult to ensure the comparability and generalizability of the findings. Most of these studies also have not differentiated between interest in the trivia question itself and interest in the corresponding answer. To address these issues, the current study established a normative database for 244 trivia questions with a large sample (N ϭ 1,498) and examined how pre-answer interest (i.e., interest in the question) and post-answer interest (i.e., interest in the answer) relate to learning performance. Participants were presented with trivia questions, asked to provide their best guess for the answer, rated their confidence in the guess, and indicated their interest in learning the true answer. Following the presentation of the answer, participants indicated their post-answer interest. One week later, participants were given a memory test on the questions. A multilevel structural equation model revealed that the positive relationship between pre-answer interest and memory was mostly mediated by post-answer interest (i.e., interest in the questions' answer). Confidence had both a direct and a mediated effect (over interest) on memory. These results provide a more fine-grained analysis of how interest can fuel learning.
Interest is a motivational variable that is characterized as a positive feeling toward, knowledge of, and valuefor a specific object (Schiefele, 2009) . 1 Interest has shaped human life throughout history: Without asking "Why?" many important discoveries would not have been made. Ball (2013) points out that the lift of the Christian banishment on human interest, for instance, was a crucial factor in prompting the scientific revolution in the 17th century. In the Dark Ages, interest was seen as a vice and the thriving for either unnecessary or forbidden knowledge. It was only after scientists, like Newton and Copernicus, who fought against the taboo and ignited a curious euphoria through the Western world that we observed an increasing number of scientific discoveries. On a smaller scale, interest is also a powerful motivator in daily life. For example, interest can make the effortful seem effortless in educational settings (Dewey, 1913) . Interest can also help us persevere when we might otherwise have given up (Pallak, Costomiris, Sroka, & Pittman, 1982; Weiner, 1980) .
Interest and Memory
The current study focuses on one crucial aspect of interest-the facilitative effects of interest on memory performance. People intuitively agree that interest facilitates our memory performance: We tend to remember the things in which we are interested in and, indeed, this idea is not new. For example, Berlyne (1954b) argued that the satisfaction of interest would lead to the enhanced learning of study materials. Over the years, a huge body of research on text comprehension in educational psychology has been conducted to show that interesting texts are more memorable (see Hidi, 2001 , for a review). Interesting texts (e.g., Anderson, Shirey, Wilson, & Fielding, 1984; Garner, Alexander, Gillingham, Kulikowich, & Brown, 1991; Harp & Mayer, 1997) as well as texts on topics that interest us lead to greater learning (e.g., Anderson, 1982; Estes & Vaughan, 1973; Hidi, Baird, & Hildyard, 1982; Wade, Buxton, & Kelly, 1999) . This learning has also been shown to result in deeper text-comprehension and better integration of the topics read (Krapp, 1999; Schiefele, 1996 Schiefele, , 1998 Schiefele & Krapp, 1996) . A typical approach of these studies is to record people's interest in individual texts and/or the general subject of the texts and examine consequent memory performance. They generally find that people better remember the texts in which they are interested than the text in which they are not. For example, Schraw, Bruning, and Svoboda (1995) presented participants with a short text and measured their perceived interest in it. The study found that perceived interest is positively related to later recall of the text.
These studies provide important insights about the power that interest has over learning and shows that the effect of interest on memory is well-established. However, given the complexity of text materials, this text paradigm is unclear about the specific motivational mechanisms through which interest helps us learn. One potential mechanism is that people strive to fill knowledge gaps for unknown information. While reading a text, for example, students may voluntarily develop questions of their own about the topic of the text (see also Johns & McNamara, 1980 and Kintsch, 1998 for the importance of generating questions in text reading). These (both internally and externally) generated questions should invoke interest as students become aware of gaps in their knowledge (Loewenstein, 1994) . This is important because it is possible that interest for unknown information motivates people to activate relevant knowledge in the semantic network as they search for the answer, resulting in better integration of new information within the associated framework. Indeed, Hays, Kornell, and Bjork (2013) showed that attempts to retrieve an answer to a test question activates a related knowledge network and enhances memory for the answer in comparison to memory for untested items. This learning mechanism should be present in reading text materials to some extent, but previous studies using text materials are unable to specifically examine this aspect of the interest-memory relationship.
Another limitation of text materials is an inability to differentiate the effects of situational interest from individual interest. In their fourphase model of interest development, Renninger and Hidi (Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Renninger & Hidi, 2016) distinguished between situational and individual interests. Situational interest describes interest in response to external factors and is often only held for a short period. With repeated engagement in an activity, how-ever, people internalize the value for the activity and develop individual interest. In light of this model, interest assessed via text paradigms may reflect both situational and individual interests. Participants may report interest in a text because they are briefly stimulated by the contents of the text (situational interest), but it is also possible that reported interest reflects participants' valuation of the topic (individual interest) which they held and potentially strengthened while reading the long text.
Trivia Question Paradigm
The role of interest in learning and memory has received recent attention from different lines of research-especially from the memory literature in cognitive psychology and neuroscience (Gruber, Gelman, & Ranganath, 2014; Kang et al., 2009; Marvin & Shohamy, 2016; McGillivray, Murayama, & Castel, 2015) . It is important to note that these researchers typically utilize "trivia questions" with a questionanswer format. This paradigm-in which participants are presented with a series of trivia questions which could trigger their interestcan specifically investigate how interest triggered by knowledge gaps (i.e., interest in the answer) facilitates memory of the answer. Trivia questions also have an advantage in that, in comparison to texts (Harp & Mayer, 1997) , they are very short and have much less real-life value-a core facet of individual interest, allowing us to examine people's momentary situational interest in a relatively straightforward manner. Another advantage is that trivia questions and their answers can be considered as cue-target pairs in memory research, allowing us to apply common experimental paradigms used in the field (e.g., Vaughn, Hausman, & Kornell, 2017) . Using trivia questions, these studies consistently found that interest in knowing the answer is positively related to memory performance-especially after a delay-for people of various ages (Gruber et al., 2014; Kang et al., 2009; McGillivray et al., 2015; Marvin & Shohamy, 2016; Mullaney, Carpenter, Grotenhuis, & Burianek, 2014; Murayama & Kuhbandner, 2011) . This line of work is primarily motivated by recent findings in cognitive neuroscience that interest activates the so-called "reward network" in the brain, including the ventral striatum and the midbrain (Gruber et al., 2014; Kang et al., 2009) . As activation in the reward network increases phasic dopamine release in the hippocampal memory system (Düzel, Bunzeck, Guitart-Masip, & Düzel, 2010; Lisman & Grace, 2005; Shohamy & Adcock, 2010) , researchers theorize that this mechanism underlies how interest enhances memory performance.
These recent studies using trivia questions have provided great insights into the relationship between interest and memory. However, one important limitation is that there is no established common trivia item pool to induce interest. In previous studies, questions have always been prepared in an ad hoc manner, and different research teams use different sets of trivia questions. Accordingly, the amount and range of interest that trivia questions induce is unclear, and it is difficult to compare the results between different studies. In addition, most of the work on interest uses a fixed set of a small number of trivia questions (typically 40 -60). The use of a fixed set items can inadvertently produce item effects (Murayama, Sakaki, Yan, & Smith, 2014; Westfall, Judd, & Kenny, 2015) and/or item selection effects, which not only limits the generalizability of the findings, but also leads to potentially misleading results and conclusions. This is especially important in the context of interest research because research on interest has commonly used items (rather than participants) as the unit of analysis (i.e., intraindividual analysis; see Hamaker, Dolan, & Molenaar, 2005; Murayama et al., 2017) . Previous studies show that-unless appropriately controlled in statistical analysis-item effects have non-negligible influence on statistical inference in such intraindividual analysis . Also in light of the recent general concern about the reproducibility of psychological research (Open Science Collaboration, 2015), establishing a standardized or rich trivia question item pool is an important step (see also Sochat, Eisenberg, Enkavi, Li, & Bissett, 2016) to promoting transparent, robust, and reproducible research on interest and memory.
Another limitation of the studies investigating interest using trivia questions is that they do not make a strong distinction between the state of interest before and after the answer is presented. We tentatively call them pre-and post-answer interest. We view pre-and postanswer interest as distinct stages of a motiva-tional process in the knowledge acquisition process. For example, when participants are presented with a question "What product is second, only to oil, in terms of the largest trade volumes in the world?" they may feel a desire to know the answer; this motivation to seek relevant information represents preanswer interest. Once the answer (coffee) is provided, participants may feel positive emotions, which can be denoted as post-answer interest ("how interesting the answer is!"). In other words, pre-answer interest represents the feeling of becoming aware of a knowledge gap (Loewenstein, 1994) , whereas postanswer interest represents the feelings produced by the satisfaction of the knowledge gap and the positive feelings toward the gained information. These two subjective states are similar and clearly related, but it is possible that the initial pre-answer interest is dissociated with post-answer interest (e.g., "I was interested in the question, but the answer disappointed me"). To better evaluate the work on pre-answer interest in the face of the existing literature on interest and memory, a better understanding of the relation between pre-and post-answer interest is needed.
To our knowledge, McGillivray et al. (2015) is the only study that distinguished between these constructs and examined the differential prediction of memory performance in younger and older adults. In this study, pre-answer interest is called curiosity (the difference between curiosity and interest will be discussed in General Discussion). The study (N ϭ 24 each for younger and older adults) presented participants with 60 trivia questions; participants were asked to guess the answer to the question, indicate their confidence in the guess, and rate their curiosity (pre-answer interest) about the true answer. After being presented with the answer, participants indicated their (post-answer) interest in the real answer. When both pre-answer and post-answer interest were included in the same regression model, only post-answer interest predicted memory for questions that were initially answered incorrectly. This pattern was consistent for both younger and older adults, and both in immediate and delayed memory performance. These findings suggest that pre-answer and post-answer interest should be distinguished to understand learning processes, but more fine-grained analysis with a larger sample size is needed to further disentangle the predictive value of these two similar, but distinct, constructs.
One potentially interesting possibility is that pre-answer interest elicited by the presentation of trivia questions enhances memory performance, but this relationship is mediated by increased interest after the presentation of the answer (see Pekrun & Perry, 2014 , for a similar model in the literature of educational psychology). Thus, postanswer interest may be a proximal predictor of memory performance and that other factors which influence post-answer interest can promote memory performance independently of pre-answer interest. For example, several studies using trivia questions have assessed participants' confidence in their answers (Kang et al., 2009; McGillivray et al., 2015) . Although these studies did not show a clear relationship between confidence and memory for the answers, interest is often activated by unexpected negative feedback (Renninger & Hidi, 2016;  i.e., realizing that your answer is wrong when you were actually confident with the answer); it is possible that confidence is a remote predictor of memory performance mediated by post-answer interest. Previous research has shown that a high confidence error promotes people's memory performance (e.g., Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001; Metcalfe & Miele, 2014) . This "hypercorrection" effect (Butler, Fazio, & Marsh, 2011) may be caused by increased interest in the answer due to the unexpected error.
Current Study
The current study has dual purposes. One purpose is to establish a large, standardized item pool of trivia questions that is especially suitable to investigating the distinction between pre-answer and post-answer states of interest, with the ultimate aim being to promote the comparability and reproducibility of future research on interest and learning. For that purpose, we collected a large pool of trivia questions and presented these trivia questions to a large number of participants. Participants rated the extent to which these questions elicited their pre-answer interest, post-answer interest, and confidence. Partici-pants also took a (surprise) memory test after an approximately 8-day delay, providing an objective measure of learning. The trivia questions and the summary data are freely available online on our lab's website. We also conducted some exploratory analyses (e.g., analysis with variance decomposition) to further examine the characteristics of these normative ratings.
Another purpose of the current study is to clarify the relationship between pre-answer interest, confidence, post-answer interest, and (long-term) memory performance. In the obtained data sets, we assessed all of the information at once to provide a more detailed analysis of these variables and their relationship to each other. With a large sample size and a large number of trivia questions, we can also better ensure the generalizability of the findings. As indicated earlier, we expect pre-answer interest to be positively related to memory performance but that this relationship is mediated by postanswer interest. In addition, confidence may also influence memory performance (i.e., hypercorrection effect), but this relationship should also be mediated by increased post-answer interest.
Method Participants
We recruited participants from the United States through Amazon.com's Mechanical Turk. The experiment consisted of two separate sessions held at least one week apart (see Procedure). Participants received $1 in exchange for their participation in the first session and obtained an additional $1 by participating in the second session. Prior to data analysis, we checked and excluded participants (a) who reported problems during the online presentation of the experiment or indicated that they did not follow the instructions, (b) who mistakenly started the second session before we emailed an invitation to the second session, (c) who accidently participated twice, or (d) who had participated in a similar experiment with trivia questions before (as measured by self-reports). This led to the exclusion of 5.3% of participants, resulting in a final sample of 1,898 participants (61.5% female; 37.4% male; 1.2% unspecified). The average age was 36.76 years (SD ϭ 12.15). The majority of the participants identified as Caucasian (84%); 6% as African American; 5% as Asian/Pacific Islander; 1% as American Indian/Alaskan Native; and 3% as "others/unknown." 1% did not report their ethnicity at all. Of the full sample, 1,498 participants (79%) took part in the second session (62.4% female; 36.4% male; 1.1% unspecified; M age ϭ 37.2, SD age ϭ 12.14).
Materials
We generated a pool of 303 trivia questions along with their answers from Kang et al. (2009); Nelson and Narens (1980) ; Gruber et al. (2014) , and other online resources (e.g., "What is the only planet in the solar system that rotates clockwise?" "Which company is the largest manufacturer of tires?"). To ensure variability within the database, we sought to collect trivia questions from a variety of domains that might elicit pre-answer or postanswer interest to different extents. We did not, however, include trivia questions in the pool if (a) the answer consisted of more than 2 words, (b) the answer contained an unfamiliar proper noun that could be difficult to remember (e.g., Aconcagua), (c) the question and/or answer was obviously cultural or age specific, or (d) the answer was the same as that of another trivia question in the pool.
Procedure
The experiment was run in two separate sessions. It was created using Collector, a PHP-based open-source program for creating experiments online (Garcia & Kornell, 2012 . In the first session, we presented 66 questions from the item pool to participants which were randomly sampled for each participant. This item sampling procedure not only prevents fatigue caused by lengthy tasks, but also effectively eliminates possible bias resulting from item effects Westfall et al., 2015) . Trivia questions were presented in a random order. For each trial (see Figure 1 ), a trivia question was presented and participants typed an answer to the question in a text box (the text box appeared 2 s after the presentation of the trivia question). Participants were encouraged to report their best guess when they did not know the answer but were told that they could leave the field blank if they could not come up with any answers. Once participants pressed the submit button (or did not provide an answer within 12 s), they were asked to rate their confidence in their answer ("How confident are you that you know the correct answer?") and pre-answer interest in learning the question's answer ("How curious are you about the answer?") on a scale from 1-10, with 1 indicating "not confident/curious at all," and 10 indicating "extremely confident/curious." Immediately after these ratings participants were shown the correct answer for 2 s, after which participants were asked to indicate their interest level ("What level of interest did you feel when you were presented with the answer?"). Again, interest ratings were on a scale from 1-10, with 1 indicating "not interesting at all," and 10 indicating "extremely interesting." The trivia question was displayed throughout the trial (see Figure 1 ) to ensure that participants correctly remembered the trivia question when they provided an answer or ratings.
The second session took place about one week after the first session (M ϭ 8.34 days, SD ϭ 2.19, range ϭ 7-37). Participants were emailed an invitation to the second session with a link to the experiment six nights after their participation in the first session. In this second session, participants were presented with the same set of questions that they had rated in the first session and were asked to recall the answer to the question within 10 -12 s. The questions were presented in a random order.
Data Cleaning and Coding
The accuracy of participants' answers was determined jointly by a built-in computer program and one research assistant; Greta M. Fastrich then checked the consistency of coding for all the answers. It was found that 12% of trivia questions had the accuracy rate of more than 50% in the first session. Because we were interested in participants' pre-answer interest and memory accuracy for the trivia questions to which participants failed to provide a correct answer, we excluded these items from the analysis. In our preliminary analysis, we also found that answers consisting of numbers had a substantially different pattern of correlations; thus, we excluded these questions. This screening procedure resulted in the final set of 244 trivia questions (see Appendix A) for the main analysis.
In the data, 3% of the trials (presentation of a question in combination with ratings and memory data from the second session, if available) were excluded due to technical difficulties. In addition, we excluded the 15% of the trials which had already been answered correctly during the initial test in the first session. Consequently, the final data set contains an average of 41.71 trials (min ϭ 9; max ϭ 57) per participant. Each question was represented by an average of 327.89 trials (SD ϭ 52.65; min ϭ 193; max ϭ 424). The decisions about all of these exclusions were made prior to the main data analysis, and R (Version 3.3.2; R Core Team, 2016) was used for data cleaning. The 244 trivia questions used in the final data set and their descriptive statistics (e.g., mean pre-answer interest ratings for each item) are publicly available on our lab website. Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics of the main variables. We report two types of SDs: one using participants and the other using items as the unit of computation. On average, participants reported relatively low confidence (M ϭ 2.79; SD participants ϭ 1.16; SD items ϭ 0.84) in their answers (note that we excluded the trials with correct answers), and relatively high pre-answer interest to questions (M ϭ 6.75, SD participants ϭ 1.93; SD items ϭ 0.44) and post-answer interest in the answers to the questions (M ϭ 6.67; SD participants ϭ 1.86, SD items ϭ 0.56). (2015), age did not correlate with individual differences in overall memory accuracy (r ϭ .01). Overall pre-and postanswer interest ratings increased with age, rs ϭ .16 and .18, ps Ͻ .01. Overall confidence ratings also significantly correlated with age, but the magnitude of the correlation was weaker, r ϭ .09, p Ͻ .01. Memory performance did not correlate with the time interval between sessions (r ϭ Ϫ0.04).
Results

Correlations
Within-person correlations between the variables were estimated using the maximum likelihood method via MPlus (Version 7.1.1; Muthén & Muthén, 1998 -2012 . Consistent with the literature of the hypercorrection effect (see Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001) , confidence (in the answers that participants failed to produce) was positively (but weakly) related to memory accuracy, r ϭ .108, p Ͻ .01, indicating that high-confidence errors were related to better memory performance. As expected, both pre-answer interest, r ϭ .101, p Ͻ .01 and post-answer interest, r ϭ .158, p Ͻ .01, were positively related to memory accuracy, providing additional evidence for the facilitative effects of pre-and post-answer interest on memory performance. These relationships were somewhat weak, but consistent with the previous literature that reported similar statistics (McGillivray et al., 2015) . Confidence and preand post-answer interest were also positively correlated. Confidence showed positive but weak correlations with both pre-answer interest, r ϭ .134, p Ͻ .01, and post-answer interest, r ϭ .153, p Ͻ .01. The correlation between pre-and post-answer interest was moderate, r ϭ .530, p Ͻ .01, suggesting that interest in knowing the answer and the perceived interest after seeing the answer have some shared variance. Table 2 provides an overview of the within-person correlations.
Variance Decomposition
When a participant finds a trivia question interesting, there are three possible sources of influence. First, this trivia question may be generally interesting to all participants ("item effect"). Second, this participant may tend to rate all trivia questions as interesting ("participant effect"). Third, this participant may find this trivia question particularly interesting due to his or her specific preference ("item-by-participant interaction effect"; this also includes measurement errors). Loewenstein (1994) suggested that there are substantial individual differences in what people find interesting, indicating large item-by-participant interaction effect, but this idea has not been tested empirically by previous studies using trivia questions. To address this question, we conducted a mixed-effects modeling analysis on the data (with maximumlikelihood estimation to account for the imbalanced structure of the data), which allowed us to decompose the variances due to the item effect, participant effect, and the interaction between item and participant effects. Table 3 reports the % of the variance explained by each of the effects in pre-and postanswer interest ratings. Consistent with expectations, about 45% of the variance in the data can be explained by the item-by-participant interaction in both interest ratings (pre-answer interest: 45.0%; post-answer interest: 45.4%), suggesting individual differences in pre-and post-answer interest across trivia questions, although some of these individual differences may simply reflect random error variance. Participant effect accounts for a large proportion of the variance (pre-answer interest: 52.6%; postanswer interest: 50.3%). This finding may reflect large individual differences in the general tendency to react to these trivia questions or mere response bias (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003) . It is interesting to note that the item effect explained a much smaller proportion of variance in the data (pre-answer interest: 2.4%; post-answer interest: 4.3%).
We then computed the reliabilities (E 2 ) of averaged ratings of participants in pre-and postanswer interest to discriminate the relative differences between items. The reliabilities provide a measure of estimation accuracy. High reliability indicates that the averaged ratings are very likely to reflect the true values (in the population). This was done by applying the formula provided by Brennan (2001) as follows:
where l 2 and lp 2 are the estimates of item variance and the variance of the Participant ϫ Item interaction, and n p is the number of participants. As Table 3 indicates, the estimates of the reliability coefficients are substantially large (Ͼ.95). These results indicate that, although item variance is relatively small in participants' ratings of trivia questions, the average ratings from a large sample of participants (N ϭ 1,898) exhibit sufficient reliability to discriminate the pre-and postanswer interest between the items. Figure 2 represents the scatter plots of the average pre-answer interest, confidence, and post-answer ratings of the 244 trivia questions. Consistent with the correlation analyses, these three variables are positively related in the scatter plots. It should be noted, however, that the scatter plots exhibit stronger relationship between the variables than what is indicated in the correlation coefficients in Table 2 . This inflation of the relationship is caused by the aggregation of the data (across participants) to construct Figure 2 (Robinson, 1950) .
Classification of Trivia Questions
Our trivia questions may consist of different categories in terms of the patterns of pre-answer interest, confidence, and post-answer interest ratings. To explore potential classification of trivia questions, we applied a k-means cluster analysis to the 244 trivia question items using the averaged pre-answer interest, confidence, and post-answer ratings as variables (features). Preliminary analysis investigating the sum of squared error scree plot combined with the substantive interpretation of the results indicated a three-cluster solution, and the obtained clusters are colored in Figure 2 . To confirm the robustness of the clustering, we conducted a hierarchical cluster analysis and a latent profile analysis and obtained a similar pattern.
The first cluster (violet/light gray) represents the items with relatively low pre-and post-answer interest, and these items are also associated with low confidence. As such, these are the trivia questions that people had no confidence in answering and triggered relatively low pre-and post-answer interest. The second cluster (black) and the third cluster (red green/dark gray) have relatively high pre-and post-answer interest, but, critically, these items are different in their confidence ratings. The second (black) cluster has relatively low confidence, indicating that participants were interested in the answer because they really did not know the answer (low confidence). On the other hand, the third (green/dark gray) cluster has relatively high confidence, indicating that participants became interested in the answer because they failed the question despite the high confidence. These results indicate the potentially different mechanisms that underlie pre-and post-answer interest.
Replication of a Previous Study
Marvin and Shohamy (2016) used a similar trivia question paradigm in which participants indicated their satisfaction with the answer instead of their post-answer interest. They computed an information prediction error (IPE) by deducting pre-answer interest (curiosity) from satisfaction. They found that both pre-answer interest and IPE independently predict memory performance.
For the sake of comparison, we tried to do a similar analysis using our post-answer interest ratings. Specifically, an IPE was calculated by subtracting the raw pre-answer interest ratings from the reported post-answer interest in that trial. For example, a rating of 7 in pre-answer interest and 4 in post-answer interest would result in an IPE of Ϫ3. We ran a mixed-effects logistic regression model to predict memory performance from IPE and pre-answer interest using HLM software (Raudenbush, Bryk, Cheong, Congdon, & du Toit, 2011) . Random participants effect and random effects of preanswer interest and IPE were specified in the model. Both predictors were centered by participants. Our findings are very similar to Marvin and Shohamy (2016) : Memory was significantly predicted by participants' pre-answer interest and the IPE associated with the item (␤ 0 ϭ Ϫ0.597, p Ͻ .01; ␤ Pre-Interest ϭ 0.173, p Ͻ .01; ␤ IPE ϭ 0.150, p Ͻ .01).
Multilevel Structural Equation Modeling
To further disentangle the relationship between the epistemic variables (confidence, curiosity, and post-answer interest) and memory accuracy, we conducted a multilevel structural equation model- ing analysis with trials (items) at level 1 and participants at level 2 with MPlus (Version 7.1.1).
More specifically, we modeled the within-person relationship of the variables based on our hypothesized model (see Figure 3) , in which confidence and pre-answer interest are distal predictors of memory accuracy and post-answer interest is a proximal predictor, potentially mediating the relationship between the distal predictors and memory accuracy. This is a saturated model, but it still provides the information about the predictive relationship between the variables after partialing out the shared variance of other predictors. Figure 3 shows the standardized path coefficients. As expected, post-answer interest predicted memory accuracy (␤ ϭ .135, p Ͻ .01), whereas both confidence (␤ ϭ .085, p Ͻ .01) and pre-answer interest (␤ ϭ .518, p Ͻ .01) predicted post-answer interest. In fact, postanswer interest significantly mediated the relationship between confidence and memory accuracy, and the relationship between pre-answer interest and memory accuracy (ps Ͻ .01). It is important to note that once post-answer interest is accounted for, pre-answer interest remains a significant, but very weak, predictor of memory accuracy (␤ ϭ .018, p Ͻ .01). These results suggest that pre-answer interest trivia questions are more likely to be memorized because interesting questions tend to yield interesting answers, which in turn predicts memory performance. Confidence, on the other hand, was a stronger direct predictor of memory accuracy after controlling for post-answer interest (␤ ϭ .09, p Ͻ .01). These findings suggest that the positive effect of confidence (i.e., hypercorrection effect) can be partly explained by increased post-answer interest (i.e., people become interested in the answers if they unexpectedly receive failure feedback), but there should be other psychological mechanisms involved.
Follow-Up Control Experiment
Trivia questions provide a wide range of cues that limit the search scope of the answer. For example, the question "The title of what animal literally means 'terrible lizard'?" narrows down the answer to the realm of animals; the question "Which poisonous snake secretes an odor like cucumbers?" specifically asks for a snake. Such differences may have influenced the memorability of the answers. In addition, the answers of the trivia questions vary considerably in many aspects, such as word lengths, concreteness, and word frequency; it is possible that these idiosyncratic word characteristics biased our memory results (see also Murayama & Kuhbandner, 2011) . For example, it could be that frequent words are considered more interesting as answers. Because frequent words are also more memorable in cued-recall tests (Hulme et al., 1997) , the observed interest-memory relationship might be caused by the confounding of word frequency. To investigate whether these factors had any impacts on our results, we concluded a follow-up experiment.
In this experiment, we presented an independent sample of participants (N ϭ 694) with word pairs that consisted of the answers of the trivia questions and a cue word taken from the respective question (e.g., Cucumbers-Copperhead Snake). After a delay time of 2 s, participants were asked to rate the relatedness of the two words ("How strongly do you feel these two terms (left and right side) are related to each other?") on a scale from 1-10, with 1 indicating very weak relation and 10 indicating very strong relation, followed by ratings as to the complexity of the answer ("How complex do you feel the term on the right side is?") again on a scale from 1-10, with 1 referring to not complex at all and 10 to extremely complex. The ratings were intended to make participants engaged in processing the word pairs, and, as in the main experiment, the ratings were self-paced. The next word pair followed after the ratings were finished. A week later, we conducted a cued memory test (N ϭ 461) in which participants received the cue word and were asked to retrieve the target word (the trivia question answer). In the memory test, participants were also provided with category cues of the target (e.g., Cucumbers -(Snake)). This follow-up experiment provides us with the memory performance of the answers when they are not asked in the context of trivia questions. Overall memory accuracy was lower than in the main experiment (M ϭ 0.13, SD participants ϭ 0.09). We then added the average memory accuracy of the answers as a covariate (predicting pre-answer interest, confidence, post-answer interest, and trivia answer memory accuracy) to the multilevel structural equation model that we ran earlier. The model showed the same pattern of results (for all path coefficients, ps Ͻ .01), exhibiting little change in standardized path coefficients. These results indicate that our original results are robust even after controlling for the inherent memorability of the answers.
General Discussion
The current study aimed to establish an item pool of trivia questions and to examine the relationship between pre-answer interest, confidence, post-answer interest, and (longlasting) memory performance. With several screening steps (see Methods), we obtained a final set of 244 trivia questions with different levels of pre-and post-answer interest. The analysis of this large pool of items showed that both pre-answer interest and post-answer interest are positive predictors of memory performance but post-answer interest is a more proximal predictor, mediating the relationship between pre-and post-answer interest. High-confidence errors led to increased memory performance, and this was partly explained by increased interest in the answers. These results have provided a fine-grained picture of how epistemic emotions (pre-and post-answer interests, and confidence) jointly influence memory performance.
Previous studies have demonstrated the relationship between interest and memory performance, but the current study illustrated the importance of differentiating between a preand postknowledge state. For example, Kang et al. (2009) showed that initial interest triggered by trivia questions is a strong predictor of later memory performance, but they did not examine or control for post-answer interest; our results suggest that it may be post-answer interest, rather than interest prior to the answer, which directly predicted memory performance. Note, however, that we did still find a significant direct positive relationship between pre-answer interest and memory. This is consistent with Gruber et al.'s (2014) findings. Within the trivia question paradigm, they presented participants with task-unrelated pictures of faces between the presentation of the question and the answer. They showed that the strength of interest in the answer had an impact on the incidental memory for the unrelated faces. For both this and our study, however, effect size is much smaller (e.g., ␤ ϭ .02 in our study) than the research that did not control for post-answer interest (e.g., Kang et al., 2009) , indicating the importance of considering post-answer interest when examining interest-memory relationships. In addition, a body of studies has shown that high-confidence errors lead to increased memory-the hypercorrection effect (e.g., Butler et al., 2011; Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2001; Metcalfe & Miele, 2014) . Most studies have used general knowledge questions to investigate this effect, and it has been argued that the hypercorrection effect is caused by prior knowledge of the question matter and enhanced attention to the answers (Sitzman, Rhodes, Tauber, & Liceralde, 2015) . On the other hand, our study suggests that increased post-answer interest can account for some (but not all) of the hypercorrection effect, providing another potential mechanism underlying the phenomenon.
Conceptual Issues
In the present study, we made the distinction between pre-and post-answer interest and showed that these two types of interest have unique effects on memory performance, validating the distinction between these motivational states. These findings are also consistent with previous theoretical perspectives. For example, Loewenstein (1994) suggested that when individuals are made aware of a lack of knowledge, an aversive feeling drives them to fill the gap (i.e., pre-answer interest), whereas the acquisition of knowledge is followed by a positive emotion (i.e., post-answer interest). However, there has been a profound disagreement on what we should call these distinct stages of motivational states. Several researchers argued that these two types of interest map onto the distinction between curiosity and interest (Grossnickle, 2016; McGillivray et al., 2015) , but many other studies use these two terminologies rather interchangeably, making little distinction between them. Boscolo, Ariasi, Del Favero, and Ballarin (2011) , for example, integrated measurement of curiosity as a subcomponent for interest and Silvia, Henson, and Templin (2009) included both trait curiosity and situational interest ratings within their study to investigate appraisal structures of art without discussing conceptual differences. Some papers also suggest that interest is often produced by an uncertainty-creating event, adding further breadth to the definition of curiosity and interest (Oudeyer & Kaplan, 2008; Silvia, 2005) . Renninger and Hidi (2016) argued that Litman's theory of curiosity can be seen as a feeling of deprivation of knowledge that is accompanied by negative affect (see Litman & Jimerson, 2004) , whereas interest is seen as a positive experience that can be abandoned at any time without evoking negative feelings. The current investigation used rather arbitrary terms (pre-answer and postanswer interests) to avoid the complications associated with the distinction between curiosity and interest and simply empirically indicated that preanswer and post-answer interest may represent distinct psychological processes (in relation to learning), but future research is needed to investigate a potential distinction between curiosity and interest in more detail (see Grossnickle, 2016) .
The conceptual issues go beyond the constructs of curiosity and interest. Baranes, Oudeyer, and Gottlieb (2014) showed that pre-answer curiosity ratings were highly correlated with self-reported surprise about the answer. Given the high correlation we found between pre-answer and postanswer interests, it is possible that the surprise people felt when they read the answer is related to post-answer interest. Indeed, Berlyne (1966) suggested that surprise is one of the (but not the only) factors that lead to feelings of interest/curiosity. Another factor that may be relevant is post-answer satisfaction. As indicated earlier, Marvin and Shohamy (2016) asked participants to indicate how satisfied they were with a received trivia question answer, and one could argue that this satisfaction measure is conceptually similar with the postanswer interest assessed in our study. According to several theoretical literature (Berlyne, 1960; Hidi & Renninger, 2006; Ryan & Deci, 2000; Silvia, 2010) we view surprised and satisfaction as one of the determining factors of post-answer interest, but future research is necessary to causally disentangle related, yet separate, constructs.
Interest, Retrieval Attempt, and Memory
All studies that examined pre-answer interestmemory relations (including the current study) using trivia questions have first asked participants to answer new trivia questions in an initial test phase. This initial test phase is necessary to induce (and assess) participants' pre-answer interest, but it is important to note the initial test phase also inevitably activates another psychological process: retrieval attempt. A number of studies in memory literature have demonstrated that retrieval attempt is one of the critical factors that facilitate memory performance. For example, Kornell, Hays, and Bjork (2009) presented general knowledge questions and their corresponding answers to participants and examined their memory for the answers in a later memory test. It is important to note that in half of the trials, participants were asked to guess the answer before seeing the correct answer. The results showed that the act of making a guess enhanced learning in comparison to simply studying question-answer pairs without attempting to produce the correct answer, indicating the role of retrieval attempts in facilitating learning (see also Potts & Shanks, 2014) . The importance of retrieval attempts or effortful retrieval in learning has also been underscored in the literature of the testing effect (Roediger, Putnam, & Smith, 2011, for a review) . This line of work has suggested that testing with feedback enhances learning through active and effortful retrieval of learned materials.
Our results suggest that the pre-answer interest felt during the retrieval attempt only has a minor impact on later memory performance for the answer. Nonetheless, failure to retrieve a correct answer after making an attempt is likely to make people aware of a knowledge gap (Loewenstein, 1994) , triggering pre-answer interest and thus impacting post-answer interest. In the literature on the testing effect, materials are often experimentally well controlled (e.g., word-pairs) and little engaging; during a test, though, participants' interest in whether or not a prior retrieval attempt was correct is likely inevitable. We in no way intend to argue that the findings of these studies can be entirely explained by epistemic emotions. However, we think it is worthwhile to consider the role of epistemic emotions in retrieval attempt and memory, as these emotions can directly enhance learning consolidation without cognitive elaboration processes (Gruber et al., 2014 ; see also Murayama & Kitagami, 2014) .
There are indeed studies that suggested the role of pre-answer interest in the facilitative effects of retrieval attempts on learning performance. Berlyne (1966) may be the only study that directly examined the role of pre-answer interest in retrieval attempts and memory performance. He presented high school students with famous quotes; participants in one condition were asked to guess the correct authors of the quotes, each of which was followed by the presentation of a fake correct author. Participants then took an immediate memory test, after which they were asked to indicate on a different sheet which author they would like to know more about. The results showed that guessing the correct author increased participants' pre-answer interest (d ϭ .22), although the difference was not statistically significant, and pre-answer interest was indeed related to improved memory performance. For another example, Agarwal, Karpicke, Kang, Roediger, and McDermott (2008) found that students who took an initial short-answer test after studying text passages performed better in a later memory test than when they only restudied the passages. It is important to note that they further examined how feedback influenced long-term memory retention. They found that feedback enhanced memory retention, but this effect was stronger if feedback was given after a short delay than during the completion of an initial test. This is reminiscent of Mullaney et al.'s (2014) previously discussed findings on interest and memory, indicating the potential role of pre-answer interest in their study. Another question that should be answered is whether the role of preknowledge and postknowledge is similar to our findings when no retrieval attempt is made. This cannot be answered within the trivia question paradigm.
Our Database
Establishing standardized materials is important. It not only helps move research forward more quickly by avoiding redundant work, but also improves the interpretation of research by increasing the comparability across studies (Sochat et al., 2016) . We aimed to achieve that goal in the research of interest by providing the first publicly available database of more than 200 trivia questions. The database includes the average ratings of pre-answer interest, confidence, post-answer interest, and memory performance (and memory performance of the answers without presenting the questions) from almost 1,500 participants, allowing researchers to calibrate the extent to which these trivia questions trigger such epistemic emotions.
We hope that researchers find the database useful in future research, but there are some limitations that should be noted. First, we intended to include items with low pre-or post-answer interest, but the results showed that participants found most of the items interesting, even if they are plain factual questions such as "Which chemical element belongs in the Halogen Family with fluorine, chlorine, bromine and astatine?" (Answer: "Iodine"; M Pre-Interest ϭ 6.33; and M Post-Interest ϭ 6.30). This suggests that engaging in a quiz-like task with moderately difficult questions is inherently enjoyable, and it is difficult to produce pure boredom in participants. Thus, although our selected trivia questions are variable enough to relatively distinguish interesting and less interesting items, it should not be used to create a mental state of very low interest or pure boredom. Second, as indicated by the variance decomposition analysis, only a limited amount of variance in ratings can be explained by the differences in mean item preferences (i.e., item effect), indicating that there are substantial individual differences in how interest-ing people find trivia questions in general (i.e., participant effect; this likely reflects both general response bias and trait interest; see Kashdan & Steger, 2007) and which trivia questions they find interesting (i.e., item by participant interaction; this may represent individual differences in personal interest and knowledge about the topic of a question). Thus, although the mean rating scores obtained from the current large sample are still reliable and useful for selecting generally interesting and less interesting trivia questions, it is also important for researchers to assess pre-and post-answer interest on an individual basis whenever possible. 
Future Directions
Research using trivia questions cannot avoid one inherent, potential confounding factor influencing memory: prior knowledge. Even if a participant cannot correctly answer a trivia question in the initial test phase, it is possible that the participant partially knew the answer, resulting in better memory for this trivia question. It is important to note that as the information gap theory (Loewenstein, 1994) indicates, previous knowledge can also change the amount of curiosity triggered by the trivia question: The theory posits that curiosity increases with knowledge in its domain because, the more one already knows about a certain subject, the less there is to know and the easier it is to close the knowledge gap. This observation indicates that the relationship between interest and memory performance could, in part, be explained by previous knowledge. Indeed, Berlyne (1954a) showed that information was better remembered when participants were more familiar with an animal and that people who received more information about an exotic animal were more likely to indicate their curiosity about it. Although the current study tried to control for the effects of previous knowledge by limiting the trivia questions that had a low correct answer rate in the initial test phase and by controlling for memory performance that is detached from the context of trivia questions (follow-up study), future research that rigorously controls for previous knowledge in testing the effects of interest on memory performance is needed.
Although the current research has focused only on trivia questions as a way to induce pre-answer interest in experimental settings, we do not claim that this is the best paradigm to examine interestmemory relationships. We need to examine the generalizability of the findings using different materials and manipulation methods. Obviously, trivia questions cover only part of our experiences of interest. Trivia questions induce interest for trivia facts, which are irrelevant to people's daily lives and should thus be of little personal value. This is a nice feature in that trivia questions can control for many extraneous factors related to interest (e.g., practical value of knowledge) and thus allows researchers to examine intrinsic, epistemic value of interest. But interest is not only about trivia facts. As discussed earlier, though, Hidi and Renninger's (2006) four-phase model of interest development draws a distinction between situational and individual interest: Situational interest is a momentary interest that arises in responses to characteristics of a situation (e.g., the reading of a newspaper headline), whereas individual interest is a relatively stable motivationalevaluative orientation that emerges when people internalize the value of the topic. According to this model, research using trivia questions is related only to situational interest, and individual interest may have different implications for people's learning. Although challenging, future research needs to develop new experimental materials that can reveal the dynamics between situational and individualized aspects of pre-and post-answer interest. 
Final Set of Trivia Questions
